Designing to the MAX!
Looking for summer camp experiences that are fun, funky, and beyond your traditional arts and crafts? Get ready for our PAM CUT Co:Laboratory summer camps dedicated to the exhibition Future Now! Virtual Sneakers to Cutting Edge Kicks, where we’ll unravel the intricate dance between design and art—from accessories to DJing to game design, and yes, even sneakers! PAM CUT camps are designed for ages 8-10 and 11-14, with one week for high school students ready to discover the art of designer and fabrication. Lace up your creativity and join us for a summer of unforgettable artistic adventures!

Questions about camp? Please contact Keri Jhaveri, Head of Co:Laboratory, at keri@pamcut.org.

AGES 8–10
Try out world-building, design tabletop games, or experiment with animation, patterns, and creature creation.

**June 24–28**
Miniature Marvels // Designing Small Scale Worlds with Recycled Materials
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Sneaker Alchemy // Transforming Ideas into Wearable Art
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

**July 15–19**
Worlds of Wonder // Crafting Critters & Inventing Universes
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Beat Builders // Designing Grooves at DJ Camp
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

**July 1–3**
Stop Motion Magic // Exploring Animation Basics
9 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

**August 12–16**
Vibrant Visions // A Design and Pattern Exploration Camp
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Design & Play // A tabletop Game Jam for Young Artists
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

AGES 11–14
Design sneakers or accessories, investigate the art of DJing, make GIFs with Procreate, create animated games or zines, and craft immersive experiences and new worlds.

**June 17–21**
Thread & Tread // Unleashing Creativity in Sneaker Design
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

GrooveCraft // A Design Camp for Sonic Architects,
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

**July 8–12**
Pocket Dimensions // A Miniature World Design Lab with Recycled Materials
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Identity Adorned // Crafting Stories through Fashion Accessory Design
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

**July 22–26**
3D Animated Realms // A Youth Game Jam!
9 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

**August 5–9**
Animating the Future // Procreate Artistry for Youth
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Lift Your Voice // Designing Zines and Handmade Books for Social Impact
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

**August 19–23**
Pattern Palooza // Unleashing Creativity through Design
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Creativity Quest // An Ultimate Experience Design Adventure
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.

AGES 15–18
Work with professional sneaker designers to design and fabricate your own custom kicks!

**July 29–August 2**
Kicks & Creativity // Designing Footwear of the Future
9 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.